
The Best Financial Advisors Protecting the Business World Today 

 

Why do businesses with great ideas, products and services fail? How does a healthy starting capital 

quickly diminish into a cash crisis?  

 

The business world is fast paced and aggressive and it is impossible to keep ahead of the market 

when you are drowning in financial difficulties and insecurity. Shrewd company directors know what 

early warning signs to watch out for, and where to go for the unparalleled advice which will keep 

their heads above water. 

 

What Are the Indicators That Your Business is in Trouble? 

 

The most common financial hazards can pass you by undetected when you are running a busy 

company. Difficult as it may be to find the time, it is imperative that the owners of businesses look 

about them and take stock of their situation so that they can protect themselves when the time 

comes.  

 

The most obvious warning signs that you are approaching financial meltdown are: 

 

• You suffer from continuing losses,  

• You have negligible liquid assets available to you for immediate use,  

• You seem to always have overdue taxes, 

•  Your relationship with your bank is verging on hostile,  

• Your suppliers are no longer happy to keep working with you, 

•  You issue post-dated cheques worryingly often which bounce when they are eventually 

cashed,   

• You are unable to raise more capital to pull yourself out of yet another cash flow crisis,  

• You have a stack of court judgments against you,   

• You are unable to pay your creditors, 

• You keep little or no accurate records of your financial activities and are therefore unable to 

produce them quickly when asked, indicating a general lack of planning which can suggest 

the likelihood of looming crisis, 

 

If this sounds worryingly familiar, and you do not radically alter your habits of bad financial 

management, you will find yourself sucked into the black hole of insolvency as so many promising 

companies have before you.  

 

Take control of your financial practices NOW and protect your investment for the long term. 

 

 Where Can Businesses Find the Expert Help They Need to Pull Them Back From the Brink? 

 

CRC Solvency Solutions Pty Limited offers unrivalled support to small and large businesses before, 

during and after times of financial difficulty.  

 



The reason that they are market leaders within their field all comes down to the man who first 

conceived what total financial control could mean for the business world, director RICHARD 

CROAKER (B.Fin.Admin, CA, FPNA, MAICD). As the backbone of the company, Richard has injected it 

with his extensive knowledge of the financial sector to ensure that it offers the very best counsel 

available to its individual and business clients.  

 

If you were to meet him personally you would notice that Richard exudes complete confidence in his 

own abilities and those of his company, although after 30 years as one of the most successful 

qualified chartered accountants in Australia, this is hardly surprising. He is so highly respected within 

the world of business that he has become a celebrated source of financial knowledge for many of 

the top companies, acting as mentor to their accounting teams and advisor to their best business 

brains.  

 

You see, Richard not only knows money but he also understands business, which makes his company 

an essential tool for any organisation, small or large, wanting to fulfill their goals whilst minimising 

risk. He can cut through the fog of financial and business mismanagement, to shine a light on 

problems and find solutions.  

 

He has numerous successes under his belt, and has recently retired as founding director of SV 

Partners, a large second tier insolvency firm which has carved an impressive name for itself, to 

devote his time to his new brain child. 

 

Indeed, Richard’s reputation has preceded him into surprising avenues as he is known not only 

within the financial and business communities, but also by start-out entrepreneurs and average Joes 

on the street.  He has been requested to advise people and answer queries so frequently in his own 

time that he decided to share his secrets to a wider audience, giving speeches and coaching sessions 

on business management and personal wealth protection. This only goes to prove just how 

dedicated Richard is to helping people and businesses reach financial independence and take control 

of their future in the process.  

 

CRC Solvency Solutions: Reaching a Wider Audience 

 

So, now that you know who Richard Croaker is, let us take a closer look at his progeny, CRC Solvency 

Solutions Pty Limited.  They were set up in March 2007 and have already helped many businesses 

with their impressive Risk Management, Business Turnaround and Asset Structuring know-how. CRC 

can clarify even the most baffling solvency issues and advise on improving profits, corporate 

structures, succession planning, and asset protection. 

 

 Simply put, they combine the 30 years worth of experience gained by Richard Croaker with other 

expert guidance to not only help clients protect the assets they have, but also to build upon and 

invigorate those assets, making them more valuable and their clients more successful.  Not a bad 

legacy! 

 

The companies head office is located on the Gold Coast, but they have consulting offices in Brisbane, 

Mackay, Maroochydore, Toowoomba, Sydney and NSW Central Coast so they are easily accessible 



for a vast area. Their clients can feel confident that they are in highly capable hands, as CRC only 

work with the most proven independent consultants who boast unrivalled knowledge of their 

relevant field. This knowledge is then used to find appropriate and creative solutions for even the 

most difficult crisis, all under the watchful eye of Richard Croaker. It is worth noting that CRC pride 

themselves on being just as dedicated to achieving the most successful possible outcome for the 

long term as their numerous clients are.  

 

The most fitting testament to CRC’s incredible work ethic and extensive knowledge is the gratitude 

felt by their own clients, who are always amazed by the numbers of businesses failing in their local 

area, one after another, while they continue going from strength to strength in a volatile market. 

CRC’s clients know that this is largely down to the advice and support which keeps their books 

balanced and their business competitive, leaving them free to keep winning those contracts and 

offering good service to their clients, just as CRC offers excellent service to them. 

 

So, if you want a secure and successful future for your company, or if you need help getting your 

personal finances on track, be smart and align yourself with the most qualified brains in the 

business! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


